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DAYTON, Ohio, May 4, 1971 — The University of Dayton was the recipient today of the fifth and final $4,500 installment of the Standard Oil Company's $22,500 Capital Improvement Grant. The grant award, pledged in November, 1966, was distributed through the Company's Second SOHIO Foundation.

This portion of the grant will be applied either to laboratory and instructional equipment, or to future construction. Decision on this will be made at a later date. The first four installments were split evenly between the $7.0 million Eugene W. Kettering Engineering & Research Laboratories and the new $4.8 million library, which was opened in January but is yet unnamed.

In thanking Mr. F. R. Saas, secretary of the Contributions Committee of Standard Oil, and Mr. J. R. Slack, Dayton Division Manager, Rev. Raymond Roesch, President, said: "Our Eugene W. Kettering Engineering & Research Laboratories and our new library, representing a total investment in excess of $11.0 million, stand as an enduring expression of the progress which your generous support has helped make possible. As the values which flow from this investment extend far into the future, so also will the generosity of the Second SOHIO Foundation be long remembered."